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QoS and QoE Management in UMTS Cellular SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This comprehensive volume provides state-of-the art guidance on Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of end-user Experience (QoE) management in UMTS cellular systems, tackling planning, provisioning, monitoring and optimisation issues in a single accessible resource. In addition, a detailed discussion is provided on service applications, QoS...

		

UMTS Networks and BeyondJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
An all-encompassing coverage on UMTS Networks including an in-depth discussion of current work on UMTS evolution and 4G .
    

    UMTS Networks and Beyond offers a comprehensive introduction to the networking aspects of UMTS and the networks coming after UMTS. The book is unique in that it systematically...


		

Channel-Adaptive Technologies and Cross-Layer Designs for Wireless Systems with Multiple Antennas: Theory and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Wireless communications is one of the most active areas of research over the
past and the current decades. In fact, the demand for wireless services has been
changing from the regular voice telephony services to mixed voice, data, and
multimedia services over the wireless media. Since the mid-1990s, the wireless
industry has...





		

Compressed Video CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Compressed Video Communications addresses the compression and transmission of coded video streams over mobile IP networks. By analysing a broad spectrum of compression techniques and error resilience algorithms this book provides realistic solutions to the problems of quality degradation and transmission error.
 Features include: 
...

		

Next Generation Network Services: Technologies & StrategiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
'Next Generation' refers to the new technologies and services that telecommunications operators will have at their disposal as they create new 3G networks where voice and data converge and which are based on packet switched rather than circuit switched telephony. 

 Providing a much needed overview of the latest communication technologies...

		

Wireless Broadband HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Translate broadband wireless mumbo-jumbo into clear business terms
  No guide tackles and clarifies the chaotic acronym-ridden world of broadband wireless better than Wireless Broadband Handbook. Best-selling telecom author Regis "Bud" Bates has the formula to give you the "instant expertise" you need to compete and...






		

Cryptology UnlockedJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Cryptology includes data encryption (cryptography), cryptographic protocols and code breaking to provide the fundamentals of data security.
   This new book introduces cryptography in a unique and non-mathematical style. Cryptology Unlocked explains encryption, crypto analysis (classic and modern algorithms), cryptographic...


		

UMTS and Mobile ComputingArtech House Publishers, 2002
This unique book bridges the gap between ubiquitous computing (UBICOMP) and third generation mobile communication. A first-of-its-kind, this resource helps you decide which are the most promising technologies to use for specific mobile communication applications. Scenarios indicate how new applications will be developed and how to implement them....

		

WCDMA for UMTS: HSPA Evolution and LTEJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Written by leading experts in the field, the first edition of WCDMA for UMTS quickly became established as the best-selling and most highly respected book on the air interface of 3G cellular systems.  Fully revised and updated, the fourth edition now covers the key features of 3GPP Release ‘7 ensuring its position as the leading...





		

UMTS Network Planning, Optimization, and Inter-Operation with GSMJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	The continuing explosive growth in mobile communication is demanding more spectrally
	efficient radio access technologies than the prevalent second generation (2G) systems such as
	GSM to handle just the voice traffic. We are already witnessing high levels of mobile
	penetration exceeding 70% in some countries. It is anticipated that by...


		

Design and Performance of 3G Wireless Networks and Wireless LANsSpringer, 2005
Cellular phones, especially those enabled by second-generation
telecommunication systems, have had tremendous impacts on our daily lives.
In some countries such as India, the number of cellular phone subscribers
has far exceeded the number of wired phone subscribers. Meanwhile, the
Internet has also significantly changed our...

		

Essentials of Radio Wave Propagation (The Cambridge Wireless Essentials Series)Cambridge University Press, 2008
If you need to maximize efficiency in wireless network planning, this quick reference guide to an increasingly complex and difficult topic is for you.  Using real-world case studies, practical problems and minimum mathematics, the author explains simply and clearly how to predict signal strengths in a variety of situations.  More sophisticated...
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